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"Zack, here's the truth! You should believe in what Leon is capable of now, right?’ Alfred asked with a smile.

"Yeah, we do," Zack nodded with a blush.

He and the other martial artists from the eastern region all made assumptions that Leon could not have killed the Scarlet Thief on

his own and even questioned Leon about it, only to be proven wrong by the reality and realize that they made a fool of

themselves.

They felt both embarrassed as they realized that they underestimated Leon.

"Mister Glasbey, does that mean that Mister Wolf truly killed Asmodeus and the Poisonwielder?" Zack asked.

He mistakenly thought that Leon relied on connection instead of true strength, and assumed that Alfred was being unfair for

crediting the elimination of both Asmodeus and the Poisonwielder to Leon. However, since Leon managed to kill the Scarlet Thief

on his own, it no longer seemed as unlikely for him to kill Asmodeus and the Poisonwielder.

For Leon to possess such power, he must be relying on far more than just connections to achieve his current status, and they all

instantly realized that all Alfred mentioned about Leon might be true.

"Of course! I already told you all that Leon killed both Asmodeus and the Poisonwielder on his own," Alfred said without

hesitation.

"But, I heard that the Poisonwielder was killed by a group of Dragon Guards from both the southern and western regions! How

can you say that Mister Wolf did it on his own?" Zack asked in confusion.

"Zack, I shall answer that question! I participated in the mission to hunt the Poisonwielder down, so I know what happened best."

Just then, an old man in Gray stepped out of the crowd.

It was none other than Scott who followed Leon to the western region.

"Sure. Please go on." Zack nodded.

"Here's what happened; Though the Dragon Corps in both southern and western regions joined forces, the poison used by the

Poisonwielder was too powerful and we all came close to falling victim to it. Thankfully, Mister Wolf saved us and managed to

track and kill the Poisonwielder on his own, " Scott explained.

On the mission to kill the Poisonwielder, not only were the Dragon Guards not able to help much, they burdened Leon and

allowed Leon to escape him.

Leon somehow managed to track and killed the Poisonwielder alone, so it was indeed Leon's effort that led to the success. Still,

Leon did not take all credit and offered his teammates the contribution points equally, and Scott was always been grateful for it
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